Title word cross-reference

\( (m, n) : F \) [LZ00]. \( (r, s) \) [LZ00]. \( (s, S) \) [CF06]. \( (S - 1, S) \) [SD97]. \( 1 \) [vdH87]. \( 1_n \) [LSSZ16]. \( 2 \) [CHL94, vdH87]. \( x \) [CCC05, Eco99, GV10, Dud97, ET87, Fra05, PR08]. \( x_1 \) [CLC98]. \( x_2 \) [CLC98]. \( Y \) [GV10]. \( \kappa \) [Lu09]. \( m \) [LSSZ16]. \( C_p \) [Kha99]. \( C_{pm} \) [Kha99]. \( C \) [MBP07]. \( L \) [Bha99]. \( \cdot \) [PMB96]. \( D \) [GSV16, LN92]. \( \ell_\infty \) [SSS04]. \( f \) [CL06]. \( G \) [Fou16, GS92, Gel93, Mar16]. \( G/M \) [SZ05]. \( i \) [Bar08]. \( \infty \) [CSP12, Eli08, PZ04, PMB96, VY08]. \( k \) [AR97, AAC14, BFR99, BPT90, BW14, CH88, CCH99, CHC00, CHJ95, DZH12, HH16, HH00, HY90, Hwa00, KM88, KX10, Kor03, LYF16, LZ00, Men94b, SY15, Tam98, WAvHD09, Yao89]. \( l_\infty \) [SSS02, SSS08]. \( m \) [KM16, VT08]. \( N \) [Yec88, BFR99, CH88, CCH99, CHC00, CHJ95, DL10, HH00, HY90, KM88, KX10, Kor03, LYF16, MI10, SY15]. \( n : F \)
[BPT90, CHL94, DZH12, Yao89]. $P$ [DK13, HZ05, HZ06, XH09]. $\text{PAR}(p)$ [MD06]. $Q$ [CH15, EK09]. $R$ [Men94b]. $\sigma$ [Ang97, DR95a, Kha99]. $t$ [ANFPLCSL05, Lin90b, Lin92a, Lin94a, SA88]. $\times$ [BvH93]. $\text{TP}_2$ [DLP90]. $U$ [BR95]. $z$ [Tag00].


0 [Sha98]. 0-201-63481-3 [Sha98].

1 [AGC07, AW96, BB96, BBS97, CCC05, CRP93, Dud97, Eco99, EZB06, Ele94, FK96, LN92, LRW09, Lu09, MN05, MC11, NQ01, OLCS95, Ros06a, Sha88, SAK9, SK11, TS07, Wan02, WW05, XLSZ04, dK89]. 1-Type [PV11]. 1996 [Sha98].

24 [MY11]. 2nd [Joe12].

3 [Sha98].

70th [Pek16].

802.11 [FM16].


Algorithms [BFR99, BN11, CS94, DFS10, MC91, RS98b, SS87, BCCN01, FPSL03, MFN17, RSS09, TA11]. Analytic [CSP12]. Analytical [AdHBvO14, Wan17]. Analysis [AL09, AFP88, Ald93, Ang89, ADS88, BLBPV17, BDM15, Bro91, BK03b, CG96, CJ96, Fis91, FH94, FH95, HM87, HKL94, HM94, LM88, MA09, Man96a, MP97, RL93, SB13, Sha88, SY92b, TV89, BW14, Bri14, BHCKS04, CM17, CZ03, CCC05, CH87, FM16, FWGD00, GRV14, HP03a, HS13, IVA15, KT01, KN00, KM12, MAY00, SVL02, VM12, WF09, ZP16, ZCJ04]. American [FWGD00, WWL17]. American-style [FWGD00]. Alternating [VA05, XDZ15]. Alternative [Bri14, Ccq01, FF98, FF98a, LS98, JS98, LS98a, MvD97, Ott93a, Ott93b, OLC95, TSW97, Fra05, HK10, Hor01, LWZ16, LW14, Ros06b]. Approximating [AL15, Dod89, Lin92a, LO97, PM17, Ros87a, Ros88a, dK89, vD88, Ang04, Olu06]. Approximation [AdHBvO14, AH96, CB97, BB98, DJ07, Lin90b, Lin90a, Lin92b, Lin94a, Lin95, Pla92, RS94a, Smi97a, Van88, Wli98, YZ89, GM16]. Approximations [AW95, Lin94b, GK08, MT93, PR94, Ros87b, SA88, Tak96, YS89, FF99, Pen15, Tij08]. Arbitrary [JS96, NQ01]. Areas [SA88]. Arising [BC98, HvdHR09, JS89, Li94]. Armed [BK03b, HPR96, BKK17, CK15, EFG17]. Arnold [Joe12]. Arrangement [Li94]. Arrival [Bin88, Dau95, MS91, Mf92, MvD97, Ott93a, Ott93b, OLC95, TSW97, Fra05, HK10, Hor01, LWZ16, LW14, Ros06b]. Arrivals
Candidates [DY90a]. Capability [Kha99]. capacitated [KTÇ14].
capacities [CFKP99]. Capacity [AF92, AF97, Bre90, DGG91b, VTK92, WB96, CT02, DO03, FZ15, SO4, SLZ04].
Capture [LOdBP87, MW94, YM92]. Capture/Recapture [LOdBP87].
care [FKL02]. career [Ça˘g16]. Carlo [EGL92, FH95, Hei01, Lom94, RW92b].
carousel [BVA13, LAWZ01, WW04]. carrier [OE10]. carrier-borne
[OE10]. Cartesian [DO16]. cascade [ZBA05]. Cascades [Smie97b].
cascading [CH12, DCL±05, DCN05, Lef06]. Case
[Fil98, FR92, Ott93a, RSZ93, SLZ04, Wak00]. Cases [Gut97]. cash
[CSL09]. Casino [Mei14]. casualty [AZR08]. Catalan [Reu14]. catastrophe
[Kyr04]. catastrophes [CZ03, KPDR16]. catastrophic [Kwo14]. Cauchy [BPG12].
cellular [BH02, VMB00]. center [HJM09]. Centers
[KS92, Bhu09, KNN15, LKH14, RB10, RB12]. Central
[CL96, RS95, SAS89, Ste87, BDM15]. central-limit [BDM15]. certain
[Lin02]. Chain [Ald87, ACG95, Fil91, GI98, PV11, VS87, CScD02, Fra99, GT07, KM07, LY04, Ros13, SC03, SLZ04, SKL12, YSM06]. Chains
[AW89, AF88, BBS88, Bro91, CK88, DKK94, DR97, FHH94, FTC98, GNV94, HJ95, HV95, Ken94, Kii92, MY11, Pla92, PT93b, Ros87a, Ros88a, Sen91, Sen93b, SR00, TV91, Van92a, YSR9, ZYL10, vD88, EK09, HHVu07, KG12, Kud04, MP02, MB07, WWZ15, YZL00, YHZ06, Zaz07, dCHQ09]. changing
[XDZ15]. Channel [BS91, Bre90, Ros88b, vD95, BH02]. Channels
[RB05a, RB05b]. Chaos [Bax96]. Chapman [Man96a]. Characteristics
[GG96, dK89, BBCN01, DO03, GKB13, SA4K04, WFM09]. Characterization
[Keb94a, MS06, Roy90, SS87]. Characterizations
[AK05, BSS90, GN14, MH10]. Charts [HT96, Ros99a]. Chebyshev
[GMZ10, Mon07]. Chi [BF91, Lin94b]. Chi-Square [BF91, Lin94b].
Class [CL98, LI94, MBB07, PT94, SB15, Whi89, AKB05, Bhh99, BK10, CF13, D11, GKB13, IVA15, KS12, LX06, V116, WN15, ZNO9]. Classes
[LT00, Mad93, MC91, PPS9, AK05, BS08, BLP05, LI05, RSS09, WC00]. Classification [Roy02, HM16]. clearing [AZR08, KPS03]. clearings [Sta07].
Clicks [LE94]. climbing [CM03]. Clinical [RTW09]. Clocked [Jaf92].
clones [HL01, HL04]. Closed [AY94, BvHvO97, MP02, MBP07, AL15].
Closed-Form [MBP07, MP02, AL15]. Closure [GK88]. clumsy
[wW04]. Cluster [GS93, CM05, IB108]. clustering [DK09, IB08]. coaster
[GV11]. Coefficients [BS87, FR92]. Coherent
[BI88, BEP88, Bu889, Men94a, BFR01, GS12, TK08]. Cold [VR98].
collapse [KL10]. collecting [PR08, CR07]. columns [Hwa00].
combination [NK05]. Combinations [Mei91, KX12]. Combinatorial
[Ald87, GS12, Ste87]. combinatorics [HLM16]. Combining [GS98]. Come
[BvHvO97]. Comments [Bur13, Kha13, LY13, Sha13, Xu13]. commitment
[CK15]. common [Yam99]. Communication
[BS91, KSM88, MW94, Ros88b, TV89, CL06, KT01, Nak01].
BPG12, Gut03, RBM02]. Converges [GI88]. Converters [HvdHR09].
Convex [FP08, MS91, BB00, SI04]. Convexity
[Bha87, DP95, Koo04, MS93, SS87, SY92a, AAC14, DLU99, HvdL03, YHZ06].
convolutions [AKS11, MHZ10]. Cooled [DKK94, DR97]. cooperative
[Bru16, KSvH14]. Coordinated [HKS07, PC14]. Copula
[ANFPLCSL05, KA16]. Correction [Ano91a, KK06, KX08, Miy05, RB05a].
Corrected [Ano94a]. Corrected [AC90, LKH14, Mon13]. Corrigenda
[CHC00]. corrigendum [PW12b]. Cost [ERR95, Sen89, Sen93a, Sen93b,
Wak98, WA95, BHP05, BKK17, CXY12, PS10, THM04]. Costs
[CF06, FY11, LR97, ADGZ09, CSL09, DO03, FW15, Gut14, Pan08].
Countable [DF90, Spi15]. Counter [HS92]. counterexample
[HP99, RL99]. Counterexamples [AS00a, Zha99]. counting [CF13].
Coupled [Spi91, Tak90, Dim17, HP03a]. coupled-processors [HP03a].
Coupling [Ang95, FTC98, GW96, CS03, WGI99]. Coupon [BPR08, CR07].
Cournot [CVB05]. covariances [HYL07]. Cover
[Ano87b, Ano87a, Ano87d, Ano87c, Ano87f, Ano87e, Ano87g,
Ano88b, Ano88a, Ano88d, Ano88c, Ano88f, Ano88e, Ano88h, Ano88g, Ano89b,
Ano89a, Ano89d, Ano89c, Ano89f, Ano89e, Ano89h, Ano89g, Ano90b,
Ano90a, Ano90d, Ano90c, Ano90f, Ano90e, Ano90h, Ano90g, Ano91c, Ano91b,
Ano91e, Ano91d, Ano91g, Ano91f, Ano91i, Ano91h, Ano92b, Ano92a, Ano92d,
Ano92c, Ano92f, Ano92e, Ano92h, Ano92g, Ano93a, Ano93b, Ano93c, Ano93d,
Ano94b, Ano94c, Ano94d, Ano94e, Ano94f, Ano95b, Ano95a, Ano95c, Ano95d,
Ano95e, Ano96a, Ano96b, Ano96c, Ano96d, Ano97a, Ano97b, Ano97c,
Ano97d, Ano98a, Ano98b, Ano98c, Ano98d, Ano99b, Ano99a, Ano99d,
Ano99c, Ano99f, Ano99e, Ano99h, Ano99g, Ano10b, Ano10a, Ano10d]. Cover
[Ano10c, Ano10f, Ano10e, Ano10h, Ano10g, Ano11b, Ano11a, Ano11d,
Ano11c, Ano11f, Ano11e, Ano11h, Ano11g, Ano12b, Ano12a, Ano12d, Ano12c,
Ano12f, Ano12e, Ano12h, Ano12g, Ano13b, Ano13a, Ano13d, Ano13c, Ano13f,
Ano13e, Ano13h, Ano13g, Ano14b, Ano14a, Ano14d, Ano14c, Ano14f, Ano14e,
Ano14h, Ano14g, Ano15b, Ano15a, PR97, Ano15d, Ano15c, Ano15f, Ano15e,
Ano15h, Ano15g, Ano16b, Ano16a, Ano16d, Ano16c, Ano16f, Ano16e,
Ano16h, Ano16g, Ano17b, Ano17a, Ano17d, Ano17c, Ano17f, Ano17e]. Cox
[Miy05, Miy04]. Coxian [Van88]. credit [Bro99, DF08, LS11]. criteria
[BJ13, BGG07]. Criterion [HPR96, Las98, CXY12, Wak00, XC09]. Critical
[Sen93a]. Criticality [Men94a]. Crossing [BPT89, LE94, BdlPS15].
CROSSREG [RL93]. Crystallizer [CH87]. cumulant [Pen15].
Cumulative [OLÖ97, KP12, Kay16, Whi00]. Current [HvdHR09]. curves
[Sta11]. Customer [Elc94, FY11, HKL94, RW95, FL05, GZ09, PKK13].
Customers [BBS97, HK92a, SB13, ST94, AIH10, AY08a, ADGZ09, KN00,
ML01, THM04]. cusum [WN15]. Cut [Men94a, HBK03]. Cycle
[BZ05, Nak01]. Cycles [Joh98]. cyclic [SAdK04].

D [CCC05, CLC98, EZB06, Fra05, MC11, TS07, HvdHR09, Lu09]. D/A
GDRV10, HL14, Hor01, Kla00, MC11, PPK13, Wan17]. Discrete-Time [CCP90, CG96, CJ96, Eli08, BOR06, Bor00, HL14, Hor01, MC11, Wan17].

discretization [ARK03]. Disk [Rig98]. Dispersion [ANFPLCSL05, BHK03, AKS11]. Dispersion-type [BHK03]. Dispersive [LZH16]. Dispersiveness [KK06, KK05]. Distance [Cov10, IB08].

Distances [Rot93, KP07]. distinct [Hwa00]. Distinguishable [Fro95, KM88]. Distributed [GSW93, Kol92, Gut14, PS10].

Distributed-Event [GSW93]. Distribution [AW95, AR97, ANFPLCSL05, Arr87, Bro97, CH87, CHW89, DP93, HW92, Ja92, LC97, LN92, Lin9a, Lim9b, OLO97, RMS94, RS94a, RS90, Roy90, SA88, Smi97a, Tam98, Van88, VS87, ZL02, vdh87, AAC14, Ang04, BHP05, Be11, BK03a, Bro01, Cha99, CM05, DXX16, DK09, EA06, FE01, GM14, Gup07, Gup15, LZH16, LZ10, LRW09, MP02, Mon07, Mon13, NK07, Nad16, Nad17, Ros06a, XC10, XDZ15, ZPD06, vMR08]. Distributions [AvER95, Ald87, AFP88, And95, BLS12, BPT89, BS87, FGR10, GKL87, GM96, KG87, LG89, Lef96, Lin90b, Lyn99, Mah91, MBP07, Me91, OLO97, PT93b, RS98b, AK05, BS06, BB00, BPG12, Br14, Bro90, BK09, CCC05, FL13, FH17a, GK07, GKB13, HJK07, Kla00, LX06, Lyn03, MHZ10, MZ17, MFN17, NB13, NBR13, Oh96, Oh06, PS02, PO15, RSS09, Roy02, Sie07, TE15, WC00, ZWN06, ZH09].


Double-Loop [HL91]. Downs [Cal97]. Downs-Thomson [Cal97].
drought [NK07]. Dual [MD06, FL13]. Duality [DF90, PP89].

Duality-Equivalence [PP89]. Duals [AS96]. Dubins [Mei14]. Due [IwW97]. duration [PR08]. Dynamic [AAD07, ADGZ09, Bhu09, CC001, HMW09, HS13, KM88, KSM88, LL90, MD06, PT94, XCO9, vWY03, AP99, Bro00, DKL16, LSS16, NDB13, PM17, RB10, RB12, Sen01].

Dynamics [MW94, FLL12, Bax96].

Each [CLC98, BK06]. Earliness [For93, PT94, CZ06]. Early [SO94, SVL02].

Echelon [DvdH97]. Edition [Bax96, Joe12]. Editorial [AEL08, Ros87d].

Effect [Cal97, Tur98]. Effective [CW95, Nak01, AAK09]. Effects [CH87, EA06]. Efficient [GW96, CMZ17, Ros06b, WW05]. Eigenvectors [Bro91]. Electric [SO94, KAA12]. electricity [CVB05]. Elsayed [Sha98].


Endogenous [FZ93]. Engineering [MY11, Sha98]. entire [FZ15].

entropies [Kay16]. Entropy [AR14, CHS87, MPP93, KP12, LZ11].

Entropy-based [CHS87]. Environment [PP02, SS89, BPS06, UKM12].
BSL15, DCL+05, DCN05, FE01, GK07, GV11, Lef06, Lyn03, NH04, ZBA05].

failure-prone [AAD08]. failure-rate [GK07]. Failures [CHL94, HM87, CH12, Kwo14, ÖK14, ZPD06]. fair [Lu09, Lu10]. fairness [AILR08].

Family [Ste87]. Fast [BM02b]. Tim16, FH17a.


Family [Ste87]. Fast [BM02b]. Tim16, FH17a.
G [AGC07, AW96, BB96, BBS97, CG96, CRP93, Dud97, ET87, FK96, GV10, LN92, LRW09, Lk08, MN05, NJ95, OLÇ95, PV11, PZ04, Ros06a, SS92, SKA09, SK11, VY08, Wan02, WW05, dK89, Chau99, PR08, Bar08, Eli08, LRW09, SS92].

G/G/1 [LRW09]. G/G/c [SS92]. G/G1 [Eli08]. G/M/c [Bar08]. Gains [RTW09]. Game [McN88, Che11, Kay09, MI10, Pen10, Ros11, TvdW06].
games [Che09, Che12, KsvH14].

G/G/1 [LRW09]. Geometric [BS14, Eco99, LT96, Las98, Spi91, BB02, CF13, CBG15, DZB12a, DZB12b, MHZ10].

Geometric-form [Eco99]. Gerald [BOV95].

GI [Eli08, LSSZ16, NQ01, PMB06, Sha88, XL5Z04, AW96, BBS97, CCC05, CSP12, Eco99, LN92, LSSZ16, NQ01, Sha88, Wan02, WW05, dK89].

GI/C [CSP12]. GI/C-MSP/1/ [CSP12]. GI/G/1 [AW96, BBS97, LN92, Wan02, WW05, dK89]. GI/G1/1 [NQ01, Sha88].


gold-mining [SH00].

Goodness [And95, BF91]. Goodness-of-Fit [And95]. governed [SC03].

gradient [AES10, EFG17]. gradual [Miy00, SZ02].

Graph [BC94, Sie93, Van01, vdHHV01, Gt03]. graph-based [Gut03].

Graph-Structured [BC94].

Graphs [Ald93, BBW91, BS14, CS93, DH87, Mad93, Pal90, AR14, AS00a, DK09, FHS13, HLM16, Mah13b, Mah14, MOSU10, ZBA05].

Greedy [ADS88, BC94, FL98]. Group [AENS94, Abr93, BLSV03, CHS87, CHH90, VT08, Yao88, YH88, AGC07, ZP16]. Group-testing [CHS87, ZP16].
groups [PY14].

Growth [CH87, Bro99, FH17a, KL10, Mah13b].

GSR [vZS04].
guess [Nic16].
guessing [Pen10].
Hall [Man96a]. Harmonic [JL98]. Harris [FH94]. Hashing [Ald88].
Having [BLS12, GKL87, Haj15]. Hazard
[BSS98, CE96, HH00, KK06, KX08, LR91, AES10, BK09, Bro14, CR01, DZB12a, DZB12b, Gup16, KK05, KX07, NBR13]. Hazards [JR92, Ros90a].
Heavy [BW14, CPR91, FS99, FGR10, IVA15, PB06, VdK87, BM02b, Lu09, Lu13, vdMR08]. heavy-tailed [BM02b]. Heavy-traffic [BW14, IVA15].
heel [vZS04]. Henk [Sch96]. Heterogeneous [BZ13b, Kha13, LY13, Xu13, DLB12, DDL14, HZW01, MHZ10, XH11, ZL09, Zha11]. Heuristic
[AD88, Jun88, LM87, LAWZ01]. Heuristics [GV90, Tij92]. Hidden [BB97]. Hierarchical [KS92, FMR17, VMB00]. high [CM05]. high-order-event
[CM05]. Higher [BCS92, Pla92]. Higher-Order [Pla92]. Highly
[KSM88, NS04]. History [CP95, CHH90]. History-Dependent [CP95].
Hitting [BOT09, Hes92, MZ17, RS02]. Hitting-Time [Hes92]. HOL
[CLC98]. Holding [FY11]. Holst [Hil99]. homogeneous [HP03b, HPS08].
Hop [LT00]. Horizon [BK03b, Lu13, SLZ04, SBZ16, Tan06]. horizons
[Tan04]. Hunting [Sat97]. Hydropower [MD06]. hyperbolic
[LRW99, vdWSvN08]. Hyperexponential [OL97]. Hypergeometric
[BLSV03].

Ideas [RL01]. Identical [BCD95, JST01]. Identification [FGR10, EFG17].
Identifying [BS87, GS93]. Identities [Han03]. Identity
[Ros98, KA16, Wan02]. idle [AW12, Haj15, Pek99a]. IEEE [FM16]. IFR
[BLS12, DFS10, DLP90, KM07]. Illustration [VR89]. Images [BBS88].
imbeddable [KM07]. IMIT [AK05, AKP05, LX06]. Immigration
[Smi97b, C203, Kyr03, Kyr04, MOSU10, ZCJ04]. immigration-death
[KPD916]. impact [ZZ13]. impacts [GZ09]. impatience [Cao17].
Impatient [SB13, AY08a, AZR08]. Imperfect [Fre91b]. Implications
[FH94]. Impolite [OLC95]. Importance
[BL89, CCH99, CHC00, Gut97, JR92, Kol94, Ros98, GS12, GR12, Men04]. Imprecise
d[CHQ90]. improve [Pek99a]. Improved
[Ab93, Ang97, DR95a, YK00]. Improvement
[CE96, McNS98, WK88, Yao88]. Improvement/Newton [Whi89].
Improving [BF90, GR12, PR94]. In-Process [WA95]. inactivity
[DLB12, KA04, LL03, LZ11]. incidents [AZR08]. including [YZZ00].
Incorporating [DO03, OE10]. Increasing
[CH19, Lyn99, Tur98, CH11, KP07, Lyn03, Ols01, Rol05]. increments
[Lu13]. Independence [Mad93]. Independent
[BCD95, HP90, LG98, YH88, AKS11, KX12]. Independently [RS98a].
Index [LT00, Tam98, AAR11, HKK10, Vil16]. Indexability [CY10, Vil16].
indexes [GS12]. Indices [Kha99, FHS13]. Individual
[Bro00, YH88, Ros15]. Inequalities
[KG92, Li94, Mon13, SZ99, GMZ10, Kha07, Olu99, Joe12]. Inequality
[BR95, Ros95, Mon07]. infectives [OE10]. Inference [RSZ93]. Infinite
[AY08a, HPR96, Kha88, PW12a, PW12b, TV91, AW05, BDM15, DPV16, FS99, PY14, SLZ04, SBZ16]. Infinite-Armed [HPR96]. Infinite-server [AY08a, PW12a, PW12b, BDM15]. Infinite-State [TV91]. Influence [Chy91]. Information [Arr87, BLSV03, BBS96, BK93, Fre91b, Has07, HKL94, RW95, TS96, VT92, Yan08, Yao88, AAES10, HS07, LQ15, SLZ04, ZZ13]. Informational [MY11]. Inhomogeneous [CK88]. Input [ALR00, BKP01, BKKP05, C96, DMvU07, DA03, Miy00, SZ02, Whi00]. Input-Queued [ALR00]. inputs [GKPR99]. insights [AZR08]. Inspected [KWA96]. inspecting [BKP01]. Insensitivity [KW89, YS08]. instant [HM15]. Interruption [BKP01]. Interruptions [BWY93, BMK08, LXH04]. intersection [DK09]. intersections [BAWD12, HvdW08]. Interval [CL91, Lef01, Smi97a, vdH87, Cov10, HBV10, Mi99, MOSU10]. Intrinsic [RSS09]. introduction [Kyr03]. Invariant [FTP98, LT96, Las98, CBG15, GMZ10]. Inventory [AF97, BL87b, CF06, FZ93, FH94, PP89, Per97, PP02, ABEK17, AO12, BLPS05, BPS14, BA02, CXY12, FL15, FL05, HK07, LXH04, NPS04, PC14, XC09, ZK06]. Inverse [Lin92a, Lin92b, Tag00, GV11]. Inversion [dI06]. Invoking [Bro89, AKP05, Hi99, OAA01]. IPA [Miy00]. Irreversible [SO94]. ISBN [Sha98]. isolated [HvdW08]. Israeli [PY14]. issue [Ano87b, Ano87a, Ano87d, Ano87c, Ano87f, Ano87e, Ano87h, Ano87g, Ano88b, Ano88a, Ano88d, Ano88c, Ano88f, Ano88e, Ano88h, Ano88g, Ano89b, Ano89a, Ano89d, Ano89c, Ano89f, Ano89e, Ano89h, Ano89g, Ano90b, Ano90a, Ano90d, Ano90c, Ano90f, Ano90e, Ano90h, Ano90g, Ano91c, Ano91b, Ano91c, Ano91d, Ano91g, Ano91f, Ano91i, Ano91h, Ano92b, Ano92a, Ano92d, Ano92c, Ano92f, Ano92e, Ano92h, Ano92g, Ano93a, Ano93b, Ano93c, Ano93d, Ano94b, Ano94c, Ano94d, Ano94e, Ano95b, Ano95a, Ano95c, Ano95d, Ano95e, Ano96a, Ano96b, Ano96c, Ano96d, Ano97a, Ano97b, Ano97c, Ano97d, Ano98a, Ano98b, Ano98c, Ano98d, Ano98f, Ano98e, Ano98h, Ano99a, Ano99b, Ano99c, Ano99d, Ano99e, Ano99f, Ano99h, Ano99g, Ano100b, Ano100a, Ano100c, Ano100d, Ano100e, Ano100f, Ano100g, Ano100h, Ano100i, Ano100j, Ano101b, Ano102a, Ano102b, Ano102c, Ano102f, Ano102g, Ano102h, Ano102i, Ano102j, Ano103b, Ano103a, Ano103d, Ano103c, Ano103f, Ano103e, Ano103h, Ano103g, Ano104b, Ano104a, Ano104d, Ano104c, Ano104f, Ano104e, Ano104h, Ano104g, Ano105b, Ano105a, Ano105d, Ano105c, Ano105f, Ano105e, Ano105h, Ano105g, Ano106b, Ano106a, Ano106d, Ano106c, Ano106f, Ano106e,
Ano16h, Ano16g, Ano17b, Ano17a, Ano17d, Ano17c, Ano17f, Ano17e]. item
[AÖ12, LAWZ01]. Items [HP89, YH88, BLPS05, BA02]. Iteration
dK89, CHL03]. Iterative [GV90, VS87]. Itinerary [Lal90]. Ito [Pla92].

J [BOV95]. Jackson [AW05, Eco03, Lin97, PM17, Zaz04, vD95]. Jobs
[BC94, BCGP97, CHW89, FG89a, HW92, IwW97, Xu91, AZR08]. jockeying
[dK89, CHL03]. Join [THM04, LZ10]. Jump
[Bou96, Fan96, BPS14, GT10, FS02, Tar11, WWL17]. jump-diffusion
[PS02, WWL17]. Jump-Over [Bou96]. jumps [Rao15].

Knockout [CHYZ93, Fra13]. knowledge [[EFG17]. known [LC97]. Koehler
[Lin90b]. Koole [Mül98].

l [NJ95]. Labeling [Ang89]. Laboratories [OGP95]. Lag [FHJ94, Kul04].
Lagrangean [HJM09]. lanes [vdHvHE01]. Laplace [Bla99, Kob94a, NK05].
Large [AB93, Ben90, DOW93, HP03a, HP03b, FW98, RW92a, SAS98, SR90,
Whi88, Man96b, ME14, NS04, WW15, Man96a]. large-deviations [ME14].
Large-Scale [Whi88]. Largest [Mei91, ZB12, ZHZ15]. Lasota [Bax96].
Lateness [LL91]. Lateness-Related [LL91]. latent [HCX06]. Lattice
[LG00, Ch12, DM08, FM17]. Law
[BS93, SAS98, Bar08, BPG12, GMZ10, WWZ15, KW13]. law-invariant
[GMZ10]. layered [PY16]. LCFS [NQ01, Sha88]. LCFS-PR [NQ01]. Lead
[DvdH97, FH94, KAR09]. Leader [DY90b]. leadtimes [PC14]. leaky
[Miy00]. leaky-bucket [Miy00]. learning [Bor00, KLT12, Tim16]. Least
[HL92, Tim16]. least-squares [Tim16]. Length
[Alz88, SS92, DMvU07, LZ10, Lin00, Olu99]. Length-Dependent [Alz88].
Lengths [Mah91, ALM07, KP07, Ros99a]. Leprechaun [Bern96]. Lerch
[KPH10]. Level [MT16]. level-dependent [MT16]. lévy [BM10, DMvU07].
lévy-driven [BM10]. Liberman [BOV95]. Life
[BF99, GKL87, KG89, AK05, GV11, Gup16, HZW01, LL03, LX06, L11,
Lin00, MFC87, NDB13, Olu11, Roy02, SY15]. life-length [Lin00]. Lifetime
[Kor03, KP12, WCO1]. Lifetimes [CS94, KX10, BL02, DLB12, LF16]. light
[MN05]. light-tailed [MN05]. Likelihood
[DZB12a, DZB12b, HZW01, H04, LODBP87, BBHK10, BGR11]. Limit
[CZL96, HS91, Ols01, RS95, SAS89, Ste87, BY99, BDM15, Che11, KPH10,
LY04, dCHQ09]. Limited [AF97, CPR91, BW14, AVHD09]. Limiting
[FG89b, Mah91]. Limits [AW95, Bar96, Bla98, Whi00, AJK01, BH02, PB06].
Lindley [Roy90]. Line [Che97, CW90a]. Linear
[Ald88, BPT90, GS98, HS92, KPDR16, LZ00, Mei91, Smi97b, CFK99,
GK07, JA06, KX12, Mah13a, NK05, NL07, ZCJ04]. Lines
[AM87, AAD07, AAD08, JD07]. Link [CHL94, DH94]. Lipschitz [Tar17].
liquidation [KTC14]. Lists [CW90b]. Little [KW13]. Load
[VdK87, FH17b, FS99, HBV10, PKK13, XC10]. load-sharing [FH17b].
Loading [Rig92, DCN05]. loading-dependent [DCN05]. local [AL15].
Locking [RTW09]. Log [Bha87, SS87, Bro01]. Log-Concavity [SS87].
Log-Convexity [Bha87, SS87]. logconcavity [PSZ00]. Lomax [Roy90].
Long [CW90a, ARK03, Ang01, FKL02]. long-run [ARK03, Ang01].
Long-Run-Average [CW90a]. long-term-care [FKL02]. Longer [Fla89].
longest [AW12, Haj15]. Longman [Sha98]. look [BDPS11]. Loop
[HL91, GHvL07]. Loss [BT95, BZ05, DP95, GV10, Got94, HL92, Key90,
MS91, Miy92, MT93, RW92b, RS02, Zie96, AHW10, AW12, Bro01, Haj15,
Lot [Sob95]. Lower [Abr93, XLSZ04, Yao88, AAC14, Che11, Men02]. LRD
[XLSZ04]. LRD/GI/1 [XLSZ04]. lumping [KS12]. Lyapunov [Las98].
GV11, Haj15, HL14, KTÇ14, KS02, KPS03, KL10, KK01, Lef06, LZ10, LQ15, LC07, Mah13b, Nad08, NDB13, ÖAA01, PS02, PT11, RB06, Tar11, WAVHD09. Modeling [DvdH97, FE01, GN15, HS88, HS91]. Models [AAES10, AF97, BBS96, BR97, BB97, CFM88, Gut97, HS92, HK96, Keb94b, PP02, RW92a, Sch96, SY92b, Van96a, ARK03, AR14, AR00, AL15, ABS12, BB02, BP01, BKM10, BDPS11, Çağ16, Cai02, CF12, CY06, CH11, CLSS13, DXX16, DF08, DCL+05, FH17a, GKPR99, Gup16, HCX06, LP15, LW16, NS04, NH04, NYZ04, NBR13, Ols01, OE10, Pek99a, SBZ16, Sta11, YSM06, ZB12, ZHZ15]. Modes [Dud97, NJ95]. Modular [Her95].

Models [AAES10, AF97, BBS96, BR97, BB97, CFM+88, Gut97, HS92, HK96, Keb94b, PP02, RW92a, Sch96, SY92b, Van96a, ARK03, AR14, AR00, AL15, ABS12, BB02, BP01, BKM10, BDPS11, Çağ16, Cai02, CF12, CY06, CH11, CLSS13, DXX16, DF08, DCL+05, FH17a, GKPR99, Gup16, HCX06, LP15, LW16, NS04, NH04, NYZ04, NBR13, Ols01, OE10, Pek99a, SBZ16, Sta11, YSM06, ZB12, ZHZ15]. Modes [Dud97, NJ95]. Modular [Her95].

Modular [AAES10, AF97, BBS96, BR97, BB97, CFM+88, Gut97, HS92, HK96, Keb94b, PP02, RW92a, Sch96, SY92b, Van96a, ARK03, AR14, AR00, AL15, ABS12, BB02, BP01, BKM10, BDPS11, Çağ16, Cai02, CF12, CY06, CH11, CLSS13, DXX16, DF08, DCL+05, FH17a, GKPR99, Gup16, HCX06, LP15, LW16, NS04, NH04, NYZ04, NBR13, Ols01, OE10, Pek99a, SBZ16, Sta11, YSM06, ZB12, ZHZ15]. Modes [Dud97, NJ95]. Modular [Her95].


Multiclass [BvHvO97, HK96, RS89, Rig96, SP98, BHM09, Khe08, THM04]. multimedia [SKA09]. multimode [Yam99, Yam00]. multipath [XC10]. Multi-Month [EGL92, FH95, Hei01, Lom94, RW92b]. Multimodal [EGL92, FH95, Hei01, Lom94, RW92b]. Multimin [BGDR03]. Monotone [AS96, CHYZ93, GKL87, LL98, Bro09, Ros06b]. Monotonicity [Lin97].
Network [AY94, BS91, Dod89, EGL92, Hun91, LL90, Lom94, YM92, Abd16, AW05, AGM01, BHM09, DL10, HBKK03, HM16, KMS15, Tim16, VMB00].

Network-unfriendly [Abd16]. Networks [AF92, AB93, Bar96, BT95, Bon96, Buc97, BVhO97, CP93, Cha94, CP95, CL91, FS89, GS92, Gel93, HL92, HL91, Key90, Lin97, LT00, PMB96, RS95, RW92b, Sch95, SP98, Tak96, Whi88, vD95, AS00b, AY08b, BH02, CM00, CFKP99, DKSS06, ECO03, FM16, FH17a, FMR17, Fon16, GRSV14, KT01, KAA12, LW14, Mar16, PM17, Zaz04].

neural [Abd16, HM16, Tim16].

neutral [GT10].

Neutrons [Kol94].

Newton [McN89, WK88].

NN [Rot93].
[vdHvHE01]. Open [Bar96, LK96, GHvdL07]. open-loop [GHvdL07].
opening [Mei14]. Operating [PP02, Pan08]. Operation [Dud97, MD06, Rig02]. operational [DO03, ¨OAA01]. Operations [Kol92].
Operator [ER95, KL15]. Optical [Smi97b, RB06]. Optimal [sADL02, AL91, BC98, BL88, BB06, Ben90, Bro99, BK95, CCdO01, C¸ ¨O15, CH88, CXY12, CHS87, CHH90, CS92, DJ07, DG91b, DH94, Dud97, EJC94, FZ93, FZ15, Fr095, Fr099, GS93, GTDKÖ09, HH96, Kay09, Key90, KAR09, KLT12, Kyr03, LKH14, Li94, LR97, MJ95, MAS06, Men94b, MZS16, Nic16, ÖK14, PT94, PT96, Pan08, PSC92, Rig96, Rig98, Rig02, RL03, RL05, Sa98, Sat97, SK11, Sie93, SBZ16, ST94, SvNKC00, Sto05, UKM12, VT92, Van97, Van96b, WB96, Wee90, XMBG02, YH88, Yao89, Zie96, vdlL11, AAR11, AS00b, BEFK04, BCD+14, BKK17, GHvdL07, GN14, HH16, HS13, LSSZ16, Ros15, SH00, Sen01, Vil16, WS06, XC10, ZI16, ZK06]. Optimality [BC94, BY99, CHRW94, CF06, FO07, FR94, FL05, FY11, HK90, LT00, Ngu91, Sen93a, CGK99, LAF99]. optimally [AS00a]. Optimization [BB07, BB98, CF06, DG94, FK96, He89, KNN15, MD06, RS94b, BLBPV17, GN15, JA06, EQ15, ZI13]. Optimum [GS98]. Option [FH95, Hei01, Rao15, DO03, FKL02]. option-based [DO03]. options [FL05, FH13, FWGD00, RS00, Wan17, WVL17]. Order [ANFLCS05, BZ13b, BCS92, Bro09, CL98, CK89, DG91b, Fr095, Keb94b, Kha13, LY13, LAW01, MMS93, MS91, Ott93b, Pla92, SSS04, SSS08, Tak90, XH11, Xu13, AKP05, AS17, BBKH10, BRMR05a, BRI1, BT06, BN11, CM05, CLSS13, FRR02, HZ01, HZ05, HZ06, HJK07, HWZ12, LX06, LMH14, LH12, MH10, PPK13, SI04, TA11, XH08, XH09, XZ11, ZK06, ZL09, ZB12, ZHZ15, ZI07, vdWY03]. Order-Preserving [Keb94b]. ordered [Bha99, BB00, HYL07, Lin00]. Ordering [BZ13b, CPS89, DZH12, Fr091a, GV90, HJK07, KK06, Kha13, LY13, MHZ10, SO94, WA95, Win97, XH09, Xu13, BBKH10, BGR11, DKS06, HZ04, KAI04, K05, LZ16, Roy02, XH08, XZ11, ZK06, ZH09]. Orderings [Alz88, DLP90, Keb94a, SW95, AK05, BFRR01, BOR06, DSI15, DL199, DZ12b, DZB12b, FRR02, HZ06, MH10, MPH13]. Orders [HH00, Kor03, NBR97, SS98, BS06, BHK03, HZW01, wWW04]. organ [BDPS11]. Orstein [KR94]. Orthant [Hau03]. Oscillation [Ang95, CBL93]. outcome [Lef06]. Outlier [Ang89, AS17, DZB12a, DZB12b, KK01, ZB12, ZHZ15]. Output [YM92, vD95, BKKP05, Cal10, Sto05]. output-queued [Sto05]. outsourcing [BLPS05]. Overflow [Man96b, Ngu91, KNN15]. overhead [ZP06].

P [Kha13]. Packet [Ott93b, YM92]. Packing [CFFH98, CW90a, DHR00]. pages [Sch96]. Pair [SAS89]. Pair-Connectivity [SAS89]. paperback [Sch96]. paradigm [OK08]. paradox [Ang06, Bro06, HZ04, Ros03a]. Parallel [BC94, BBCP97, BCWG92, CHRW94, CHW89, GV94, GV90, GSW93, HK92a, HK92b, HW92, KX08, LR97, Men94b, LQ15, ZZI3].
Parameterization [Lyn97]. Parameterized [Lyn97]. Parameters [AF97, EGL92]. Parametric [BB97, BB98]. Part [Her95]. Partial [Bro89, Fre91a, OS90, AE10, BFR01, Roy02, Tar11, ZZ13]. partitioning [DO16]. partitions [BHP05]. Passage [BS87, DP93, Lef96, RL93, SS87, vdHHV01, Zaz07]. Path [Mah91, Men94a, SY92, VT08, ALM07, KP07, Pen10]. Paths [Dod89, Van01, ZBA05]. patient [AZR08]. Pattern [HT96, Ros99b]. Peaks [Ros87e]. Peer [VT08]. Penalties [For93, PT94, ZC06]. Newton [Whi89]. partial [LQ15]. storage [FL05]. Penetration [Kol91]. pension [KKL17]. Percentage [Lin94b]. percentages [Nad17]. percentile [SY15]. Percentiles [ET87, Lin90b, Lin94a]. Percolation [BS14, vdHHV01]. Perfect [Fi98, CS03]. Performability [Van96a, vD95]. Performance [Bru16, KT01, KSM88, LL91, Lu09, Man96a, SVL02, Van97, BH02, GRSV14, LW14, Pek99a, THM04]. Period [AW95, AGC07, Bar08, Pek99b]. Periodic [Ros87c, FLL12, LHX04, vdHvHE01]. periodic-review [LXH04]. Periodically [AF97, vdHvHE01]. periods [Gra08, PR08]. Perishable [Per97, BLPS05, GLW11, NPS04]. permanent [KN00]. Permutation [Ang95, CBL93, PSC92, BHP05]. Permutational [CZL96, GRSV14]. person [Che09, Che11, Che12, MI10, TvdW06]. Perspective [BF91, Ei05]. perturbation [FWGD00]. perturbed [YZL00]. PES [Ano87b, Ano87a, Ano87d, Ano87c, Ano87f, Ano87e, Ano87g, Ano88b, Ano88a, Ano88d, Ano88c, Ano88f, Ano88e, Ano88h, Ano88g, Ano89b, Ano89a, Ano89d, Ano89c, Ano89f, Ano89e, Ano89c, Ano89h, Ano89g, Ano90b, Ano90a, Ano90d, Ano90c, Ano90f, Ano90e, Ano90g, Ano91c, Ano91e, Ano91d, Ano91g, Ano91f, Ano91i, Ano91h, Ano92b, Ano92a, Ano92d, Ano92c, Ano92f, Ano92e, Ano92h, Ano92g, Ano93a, Ano93b, Ano93c, Ano93d, Ano94b, Ano94c, Ano94d, Ano94e, Ano95b, Ano95a, Ano95c, Ano95d, Ano95e, Ano96a, Ano96b, Ano96c, Ano96d, Ano97a, Ano97b, Ano97c, Ano97d, Ano98a, Ano98b, Ano98c, Ano98d, Ano99b, Ano99a, Ano99d, Ano99c, Ano99f, Ano99e, Ano99h, Ano10b, Ano10c, Ano10d, Ano10a, PES [Ano10c, Ano10f, Ano10e, Ano10h, Ano10g, Ano11b, Ano11a, Ano11d, Ano11c, Ano11f, Ano11e, Ano11h, Ano11g, Ano12b, Ano12a, Ano12d, Ano12c, Ano12f, Ano12e, Ano12h, Ano12g, Ano12b, Ano13b, Ano13a, Ano13d, Ano13c, Ano13f, Ano13e, Ano13h, Ano13g, Ano14b, Ano14a, Ano14d, Ano14c, Ano14e, Ano14f, Ano14c, Ano14h, Ano14g, Ano15b, Ano15a, Ano15d, Ano15c, Ano15f, Ano15e, Ano15h, Ano15g, Ano16b, Ano16a, Ano16d, Ano16c, Ano16f, Ano16e, Ano16h, Ano16g, Ano17b, Ano17a, Ano17d, Ano17c, Ano17f, Ano17e]. Petri [HS88, HS91]. Phase [Zie96, vdMR08]. Phase-Type [Zie96]. Physically [Bal02]. Picking [wWW04, LAWZ01]. piece [NL07]. Pitfalls [RSZ93]. plane [CBG15, HP03b]. Planning [MD06, BCR05, HK07]. Plans [CHY29]. Play [DY90b]. Play-the-Leader [DY90b]. player [Ros11]. Plots [DK13]. Pocket [Lin90a, Lin92b]. Pocket-Calculator [Lin90a, Lin92b].
Point [BBCP97, BS98, CHW89, DG94, HW90, Kol92, SW95, Tak96, LS11].
Points [Lin94b]. poison [SD97]. Poisson [BL87b, Cov10, FG91, GLW11, GK88, He89, HLW16, KPS03, Koc96, LRW99, MP97, NWB13, NYZ04, PR94, PSZ00, RMS94, Ros06b, SD97, SZ03, XZ15, ZYWN06]. Policies [AK96, BK95, CCdO01, FZ93, GLW11, HPR96, HK96, PP89, Sen93a, SS89, AK08, AGM01, BLPS05, BH02, BY99, BP01, Bhu09, BKK17, CGK99, FL05, GTDK09, GN14, KAR09, KNN15, LKH14, Sen01, UKM12, Vii16, ZK06].
Policy [AL91, CRF93, HK90, HK92b, LN92, McN89, Per97, WK88, Whi89, AW12, BGD03, CYX12, CHL03, EFG17, GHvlL07, HS13, LC07, Ros15]. Policy-Improvement [Whi89]. Policy-Improvement/Newton [Whi89].
[Bro89, Fre91a, Fre91b, GV90, CY10, CR15, HS13, KM12, ME14, PKK13].

**Procedure** [BLP93, Rei90, KS12]. **Procedures** [CHS87, CS90, Jun88, BLBPV17, ZP16].

**Process** [Cal97, CJ96, DG94, Dav95, DP93, Hes92, Kha99, KG89, KG92, KR94, Lef01, Lyn97, Ott93a, Ott93b, PR97, Tay87, WA195, YZ98, Yec88, YLB96, ZL02, BC13, BM11, Cov10, DA03, GT10, HS13, KPR16, Kyr03, Kyr04, LS11, MT16, XDZ15].

**Processes** [AFP88, Bal92, BW95, Bha87, BS98, BK95, CCP90, DY90a, Fan96, GK98, HW90, Joh98, KR87, Kij94, Koc96, KW98, Lef96, MR95, MP97, McN99, MS93, MS91, Ngu91, PS93, PW98, Sen98, SS95, SY92a, Smi97b, SD97, Sti07, TSW97, Wark8, Wei88, Whi89, YLB96, YM92, BS08, BGG07, BLS01, BOR06, BPvdS99, BdlIPS15, CN00, CF13, Cz03, CLS013, Hor01, HP00, KSS15, KPH10, KSS15, KPH10, KSS15, MZ17, Miy02, MOSU00, OK08, PSZ00, Rao15, Spi15, SZ03, SZ05, Wak00, WWL17, Whi00, ZCJ04].

**Processes-Martingale** [HW90]. **Processing** [BC94, GV90, HW92].

**Processor** [BK93, HvdW97, Ros90b, Tak90, ESB06, LW13, Lu10].

**processor-sharing** [LW13]. **Processors** [LM87, LR97, Spi91, HP03a].

**Product** [BCS92, GS92, KS92, Mar16, RW92b, VV88, Yao89, BB02, DO16, Yam99, Yam00]. **Product-Form** [RW92b, Mar16, BB02]. **Product-Type** [BCS92].

**Production** [AM87, AF97, PP02, Van96b, YZ98, AÖ12, BPS14, CXY12, GTDK099, KAR09, PC14, SLZ04, Sta11, XC09].

**Production-Inventory** [PP02, BPS14, CXY12]. **Products** [GLW11, HKS07]. **Profile** [FMR17, KM16]. **profiles** [ÖAA01].

**Profit** [BT95, XC09]. **Programming** [MD06, YZ98, GM16, JA06, RB10, RB12, Sen01].

**Program** [CCdO01, SH00]. **project** [RL03, RL05]. **projection** [KKL17]. **prone** [AAD08]. **Proof** [Ang95, LC97, Ros88b].

**Properties** [AAR11, BZ13b, BL89, BFR99, BPT89, CS94, GK98, Kha13, LG89, LY13, LMH12, MMS93, MC91, Ott93b, RMS94, Rei90, Xu13, AAC14, BC13, BLS03, BVA13, BN11, CM00, DLB12, GOK7, HZ05, HWZ12, JD07, KK01, Khe08, Mah13b, Mah14, NBR13, PO15, TA11].

**Property** [CHJ95, DP95, DLP90, MY11, SS04, SS08, YZ98, ZYL10, CLS13, KL12, KM07, LM09].

**Proportional** [Che09, CGS96, KX08, KX07, NDB13].

**Proportionate** [PS92]. **protocol** [Lu09, Lu10]. **pseudo** [RL99].

**quantify** [KLL17]. **Pulseux** [HPS99]. **pure** [GT10, Tar11].

**quadrature** [dI06]. **Quality** [Ang97, DR95a, HMW09]. **Quantifying** [AILR08, ZZ13].

**quantile** [DMM16]. **quantile-based** [DMM16]. **quantiles** [MNH15]. **quantity** [AÖ12, ZK06].**quarter** [CBG15, HP03b].

**quarter-plane** [CBG15, HP03b]. **Quasi** [AFP88, DKK94, KW98, YAM99, Yam00, DXX16, MT16].

**quasi-birth-death** [MT16]. **Quasi-product** [Yam99, Yam00].

**Quasi- Reversibility** [KW98]. **Quasi-Statically** [DKN04].

**Quasi-Stationary** [AFP88, DXX16]. **Quasiconvex** [CF06]. **Queue** [BB96, CG96, CRP93, CFM+88, DG91b, Dud97, ET87, Eli08, FK96, FY11].
Fla89, GV10, HK90, HK92b, JS89, LN92, Miy92, NQ01, RSZ93, SS92, Sha88, SK11, dK89, AGC07, BM02b, Bro00, Cha99, DMvU07, DA03, EK09, EZB06, FZ15, Fra13, Fra05, GZ09, HH16, HS07, IVA15, KN00, LAF99, LZ10, Lu09, MN05, MC11, PY14, Ros06a, SZ02, Ska09, SC03, THM04, TS07, Tij08, WS06, vdHvHE01.

Queued [ALR00, Sto05].

Queueing [AdHBvO14, BW95, Bou96, BV07, CPG92, CP93, CGKS96, CPR91, Gou94, GSW93, HvdW97, HK92a, Man96a, MS91, MT93, OLC95, PT93a, PT94, PV11, PMB96, RS93, SB13, Tij92, WB96, AY08a, Bar08, BB06, BDM15, BCD+14, BPvdDS99, BDPs11, Bru16, CM00, CCMC05, DKM16, Dim17, HKK10, Hor01, JST01, JST01, JST01, KJ00, LK00, LW14, LSSZ16, ML01, Nak01, Pan08, PW12a, PW12b, Pen15, Rol05, SI04, SAdK04, Whi00, XMBG02, XLSZ04, Zha99].

Queues [AW95, AdHBvO14, AB93, BCG89, Bar96, BZ05, CPS89, CP93, CGKS96, CPR91, Gou94, GSW93, HvdW97, HK92a, Man96a, MS91, MT93, OLC95, PT93a, PT94, PV11, PMB96, RS93, SB13, Tij92, WB96, AY08a, Bar08, BB06, BDM15, BCD+14, BPvdDS99, BDPs11, Bru16, CM00, CCMC05, DKM16, Dim17, HKK10, Hor01, JST01, JST01, KJ00, LK00, LW14, LSSZ16, ML01, Nak01, Pan08, PW12a, PW12b, Pen15, Rol05, SI04, SAdK04, Whi00, XMBG02, XLSZ04, Zha99].

Quick [NS04].

Quicker [GV90].

R [CCC05].

Radio [RS95, YM92].

Rainflow [Joh98].

Random [Ald93, BC94, BF90, BS14, BS98, BvHvO97, But89, Cha94, CLC98, CÖ87, CFFH98, CW90a, DK09, DS87, FIH94, GMW14, Han03, HvdW97, He89, Her95, HM94, Hwa00, JR92, KWA96, KG87, Kol92, Mei91, OS90, Pal90, PP02, Reg90, Rig87, Ros87e, Ros88b, Ros90a, SS99, SW95, Sha88, Sie07, Sob95, Ste87, Van01, VY08, Xu91, vdHHV01, Abd16, ALM07, AAKN09, AR14, AKS11, BC13, BM02a, BPS06, BMR05b, BPR10, BdlPS15, CZ06, CMH13, CBG15, FHS13, FH17a, FPP08, Fr011, GT07, HP03b, HPS08, HZW01, HY07, HM16, HL01, HL04, KA16, KMS15, XX12, Kon02, Kon03, KJ107, KKA12, Lu13, MPH13, NK05, NYZ04, PR04, SVL02, Sti07, Tim16, WN10, XH11, ZL09, vdHvHE01].

Random-Access [Ros88b].

Random-Bit [But89].

random-time [GT07].

Randomized [DY90b, FR94, ABEK17, FOFO7, LP15].

Randomly [RB05a, RB05b].

Randomness [Rot93].

Range [Ott93a, ZL09].

ranges [MH10].

Raphson [MCN89, WK88, Wsh89].

Rare [CMZ17, Lag06, ZL02].

Rate [AM87, AH96, BS93, BSS98, BLS12, BF91, CRP93, CJ96, CH87, CHJ95, Din95, ELC94, HH95, HT96, KK06, Lyn99, RB05a, YZ03, BSL15, BK09, Bro14, CR01, DZB12a, DZB12b, FE01, GKP7, GuP16, KK05, Lyn03, Mars06, NH04, NB13, PM17, RB05b, Stal1].

Rates [BZ05, HH96, HY90, KX08, AKR+04, Ang04, BB06, BL02, BK01, BKP05, Cai02, GV11, KSO2, KKO7, LWZ16, LW14].

Ratio [Lu10, PT11, Sad98, BBHK10, BGR11, DZB12a, DZB12b, HZW01, HZ04, ZZ13].

Rayleighs [WN09].

rec [Mai14].

re-opening [Mai14].

Reachability [CL91].

reachable [DO16].

Reading [Sha98].

real [TvdW06].

real-world [TvdW06].

Realizable [Bal92].

Really [Ros87c].

Recall [Sa98].

Recapture [LOdBP87].

Receivers [LE94].

recipe [CHKL13].

Record
Reversible [CHL94, HJ95, AHW10, Fra99].
Review [BZ13b, Bax96, Joc12, Kha13, Man96a, Sch96, Sha98, Xu13, FW15, LXH04].
Revised [Ang97, Ben92, SS92, MHZ10, SZ03, XH08, XH09].
Revisiting [BGR11].
Rewards [CCdO01, HV95, IwW97, HPS99].
Rewards [RHR].
Risk [BBS97, GT10, LP15, LM88, AK08, Bro99, Cai02, DF08, GZ09, HL14, LS11, LMH12, Miy02, PT11, Ros03b].
Risk-neutral [GT10].
Risks [LM88, AP99, MNN15].
Risky [McN88].
rna [GN15].
road [HM16].
robot [VM12].
robot-safety [VM12].
Robust [CVB05].
Role [AENS94, ES91, Gup07].
Roller [GV11].
Roller-coaster [GV11].
Roots [CSP12].
Routing [BEFK04, Bon96, CP95, HL92, Sch95, SK11, ST94, Tur98, ADGZ09, BM02a, Bh09, Bro00, Bru16, LH14, Lin04, PKK13, RB12, Sto05].
Run [NYZ04, YZ03, CMZ17, CY06, Lu13, Tan06].
Rule [BL93, CW90b, Fil98, Kha88, LT00, Cho99, Haj15, Hii99, Pin07, VM12].
Rules [Ang89, DY90b, Ros90b, SP98, CL06, vdL11, vdWY03].
Runs [Van96b].
runways [BEFK04].
s [FH94, LK08].
Safe [McN88].
safety [VM12].
sale [BK06].
Salesman [Lab90].
Sample [LodBP87, SY92b, LH08, MH10, ZL09].
sampler [Din95].
samples [DZB12a, DZB12b, GDRV10, HZ06, TE15].
Sampling [DLR87, DY90b, Fil98, GS93, Gut97, HM94, JR92, Kol94, Ros98, GR12].
Saunders [Gup15].
Savage [Mei14].
scalability [KSvH14].
scalable [Voi09].
Scale [Whi88, ASZ17, Bro13, CS03].
scan [BK03a].
Scattering [Kol94, HPS08].
Schedules [KT97, Wee90].
Scheduling [ALR00, AKR+04, AZR08, BBCP97, BCD95, CHRW94, CHW89, ER95, FG89a, Fre91a, Fre91b, Fro91, Gla91, HW92, IwW97, LL90, LL91, LR97, PT93a, PT94, PR88, PSC92, RW95, RS89, Rig96, ST94, VTR92, AAR11, CSZ03, CZ06, Cao17, KR01, Pin07].
Scheme [Ald93, BB98, MD06, Tar17].
Schemes [BC94, FG89b, HS92, YK00].
Schur [AENP89, CS94].
Schur-Constant [CS94].
Sciences [Bax96, MY11].
scientific [OST06].
screens [GN15].
Search [AFP88, Ber96, GA90, HS92, MJ95, RS94b, ZBA05, ALM07, BHP05, KM16, Nic16].
search-cost [BHP05].
Second [Bax96, Ott93b, Tak90, LMH14, LMH12].
Second-Order [Tak90, LMH14, LMH12].
secretary [DvdLR11].
see [ABS12].
Seed [CH87].
select [GW12].
Selection [CLC98, Olu99].
selective [DA03].
Self [Lal90].
Self-Similar [La90].
Selling [AL91].
Semi [BG07, KW89, CR97, Sen89, BM11, BK01, ÇÖ15, GKR99].
Semi-Markov [BG07, KW89, PR97, Sen89, BM11, BK01, ÇÖ15, GKR99].
Semicrystalline [Tay87].
semidefinite [GM16].
Seminartingales [BS93].
sensing [Gut14, PS10].
sensitivities [GZ09].
Sensitivity
[Fis91, FH94, FH95, Miy00]. Separation [Kij94]. SEPT [CHRWR94]. Sequences [Smi97b, CN00, FLL12]. Sequential [Kij94]. SEPT [CHRW94]. Sequences [Smi97b, CN00, FLL12]. Sequencing [BK93, For93, PT96, Rig92, Yec88]. Sequential [DY90a, Dav95, DY90b, LODBP87, MR88, Rig87, BJ13, BN11, FH13, Rig11, ZH07]. Serial [Sob95]. Series [Bla98, DG91b, GSW93, HHvU07, DLY12, DDL14, EKn, FH17b, Fro09, HLM16, LL03, Mah13b, Mah14, MMD11]. series-parallel [HLM16, Mah13b, Mah14]. Served [BvHvO97]. Server [AW95, Bor95, BWY93, Bri88, DPV16, FKn, MS91, RPS93, SRZ93, Sch95, WB96, AW12, AY08a, AGM01, BM02a, BDM15, Bro00, Cao17, ET87, KT01, KNO0, OK14, PW12a, PW12b, SKA09, S04, Sto05, Yam99, Yam00]. Servers [AM87, DG91b, AHW10, AW12, sADL02, AAD07, AAD08, FS99, HAJ15, Pan08]. Service [BCGW92, BVHR97, CGKS96, FL98, LT00, MS91, Miy92, NJ95, SO94, WAI95, Win97, AKR+04, Ang01, BB06, BMK08, C096, FZ15, HMW09, HLM16, LKH14, MNO5, MAS06, PW12a, PW12b, SHM09, VA05, WA+HD09, XMBG02, XLSZ04, vDMR08, vWY03]. services [Tij08]. Set [Tem94, Hwa00]. Sets [Men94a, GW12, GDRV10]. setup [CXY12, Yam99, Yam00, vDHvHE01]. setups [Ols01]. Setwise [CSK89]. Several [FY11, Jun88, Cho09]. shape [BSL15]. Shaped [BL92, NH04, NBR13]. Shapes [DG91a]. Shared [KW94, Khe08]. Sharing [HvdW97, EZB06, FKh17b, LW13, Lu10, SLZ04, Yam00]. Sharp [BK09, Me01]. sharp [ZZ13]. shelf [FW15]. Shift [CS03]. Shock [Keh94b, CH11]. shocks [CF12]. Shop [LL91]. Shops [LK96]. Short [Ott93a, Van96b, YSM06]. Short-Range [Ott93a]. short-term [YSM06]. Shortest [Dod89, HK90, HK92b, VT08]. Shortfall [SP98]. Shortfall-Based [SP98]. Shot [Miy04, Miy05]. showcase [MI10]. showdown [MI10]. Showing [WH89]. shuffle [VZ04]. Shuttle [VT92]. Schwartz [Man96a]. sided [BK09]. signalized [BAW12, HvdW08]. Signals [Cha94, CP95, Gel93, HT96, Kwo14]. signature [TK08]. Similar [Lal90]. Simple [BPvdW91, HT96, Lin95, Reg90, Ros88b, TV91, Van01, vDWTW88, vD95, HPS08, Kyr03, Kyr04, XZ11]. Simpler [SA88]. Simulated [Ald87, CK88, GV94, KT97, RS94b, VBAK89]. Simulating [AW96, But89, FCT98, KH91, Ros88c]. Simulation [Ald87, AFW88, BB98, BK95, CN00, CE96, FH95, G95, GW96, GSW93, HS88, JR92, LR91, PR97, Ros89, Ros90a, Sch98, BM02b, CMZ17, Cal10, CHL03, CS03, DM03, Gra08, H01, Lag06, Lin00, NS04, RL99, WW05, WGI99]. Simulation-Based [BB98, CHL03]. Simulations [ACG95, RL01, Ros06b]. Simultaneous [Jun88, Re90]. Single [AW95, AL91, Bri88, BK93, CHKL13, Fro91, Gl91, LT00, MS91, PK13, PR88, R889, AGM01, KK01, KN00, SI04]. Single-Hop [LT00]. Single-Machine [Gla91, CHKL13]. single-outlier [KK01]. Single-Server [AW95, Bri88, AGM01, KN00, SI04]. singletons [KM12]. Singpurwalla [Roy90]. singularity [WFM09]. singularly [YZL00]. SINR [GS98]. sis [VM04, DXX16]. Size [BHP05, CH87, LODBP87, VT08, Bro06, BHCKS04, HBV10, IBI08, MC11, Ros66a]. Size- [CH87]. Size-biased [BHP05].
size-biasing [Bro06]. size-interval [HBV10]. Sizes [Sob95]. Skellam
skill-based [AW12, Haj15, RB12]. Skip [AW89, Ken94, BPR10]. Skip-Free
[AW89, Ken94, BPR10]. Slotted [YM92]. Slowly [DR97]. Small [Ben90].
smallest [Pin07]. Sobel [OST06]. socially [Ros15]. Software
[BPT87, DK88, Gut97, LM87, Nay89, Wee90, LC07, ÖAA01]. Sojourn
[AB93, EZB06, MN05, Khe98, LW13, Lu90, Lu10, MC11]. Solitaire
[vZS04]. Solution [Ban92, Fan96, Kyr04, Tar17]. Solutions [GV90, KS92, KSS15].
Solved [ER95]. Some [AAC14, Ang89, AS00b, BZ13b, BSS90, BPR10, CR01,
CHYZ93, DK13, Fro91, Fro95, Gut14, KP12, Kha13, Kha07, KG92, KG87,
Koc96, KX12, LX06, LZ11, LY04, Mah13b, Mah14, MMS93, MFN17, MC91,
PS93, PK06, RMS94, RW92a, RSZ93, SS87, SS89, Z11, X13, ZHZ15,
AR14, GKB13, Mei91, NBR13, YHZ06]. Sometimes [DG91a]. Sorting
[GS93]. Source [Yan98]. Sources [CW95, KL98, Man96b, BM02b, VM04].
Space [MW94, Tak90, BB02]. Spaces [DF90, DO16]. spacings
[FRR02, HZ95, HZ09, KX00, KX01, LHL08, XH09, XZ11]. Sparse
[Ald93, AR14]. Spatial [Miy94, Miy05]. Spatiotemporal [SY92a]. Spectral
[AW89, And95, Ba92, BS87, Bro91, DM03, Fra99]. spectrum [GSV16].
Speed [ZL02, KAA12]. Spent [Lef01]. Spherical [SS02, SS04, SS08].
spherically [WWZ15]. splitting [GDRV10]. sporadic [Sta07]. spot
[KTC14]. Springer [Bax96, Joe12]. Springer-Verlag [Bax96]. Square
[BF91, Lin94b]. squares [Tim16]. Stability
[CW90a, FL98, GS92, PZ04, Sch95, DHR90, GN14, THM04]. stabilize
[LWZ16]. Stabilizing [LW14, PM17]. Staffing [HLW16, LW16]. Stage
[BLP93, HW92, Yec88, sADL02, SLZ04]. staircase [LRW99]. Standby
[VR89]. start [DO03]. start-up [DO03]. State [DF90, GHS91, G188,
HKL94, PP02, RSZ93, Sch95, Tak90, TV91, BPS06, BCD+14, BKKP05,
Cha99, DO16, Hhv07, KS02, MS06, Sp15, WavHD09, Yam00].
State-Dependent [RSZ93, Sch95, BKKP05, KS02, WavHD09, Yam00].
states [YZL00]. Static [CR15, Tay87, LKH14]. Statically [DKK94].
Station [LL90]. Stationarity [Fil91]. Stationary
[AFP88, BS93, CCdO01, CW95, DF90, FJH94, HJ95, Miy04, Miy05, PT93b,
CC05, DXX16, HJW16, HvD03, HP00, KL15, MP02, Miy00, Ros66a].
Stations [WA95, Whn97]. statistically [LYF16]. Statistics
[BB97, BR95, Kha13, LY13, MMS93, SSS04, SSS08, Xu13, ASZ17, BBHK10,
BMR05a, BGR11, BNT06, BK03a, Bro99, BN11, CLS13, FRR02, HZW01,
HZ05, HZ06, HJK07, LMH14, MH10, TA11, WN15, XH08, XH09, XZ11,
XH11, ZB12, ZHZ15, ZH07]. Steady [GHS91, G188, Cha99]. Steady-State
[GS91, Cha99]. Stieftjes [BPvdW91]. Stochastic
[ARK03, AF92, AM87, ASZ17, AS96, AO12, AF97, BBW91, BJ13, BF90,
BRC05, Bax96, BLS01, BMR05a, BOR06, BB97, BB98, BB00, BCP97,
Buc97, BHC804, CSZ03, CZ06, CF12, CHRW94, CPS89, CF06, CH87,
CZ89, CFM+88, CHW89, DJ07, DvdH97, Dod89, FG89a, FZ93, FS89,
For93, FRR02, Fre91a, Fro91, Gla91, GV90, HS88, HS91, HZ05, HZ06, HW92,
stochastic [KTC14, Kay09, KPS03, KAR09, KKL17, KR01, Mah13b, MP02, PKK13, Sen01, TA11, TvdW06, ZK06, ZH07, Sch96].

Stochastically [RS89, Voi09, Xu91, Lin00].

Stock [SD97, WA95, BA02, GTDK09, MAS06]. stock-dependent [BA02].

stopped [BC13]. Stopping [BC98, Ben90, Pre94, RS94a, Sai98, GN14, Kay09]. Storage [CFM+88, CPR91, BKKP05, PS02, Sta07]. Storage-Limited [CPR91].

Strategic [DKM16]. Strategies [HvdW97, ABS12, HKK10, ZBA05].

Strategy [Dov87, KLT12, Nic16, SH00]. Stream [Ott93a]. streaming [SKA09, XC10]. Streams [Bri88]. Strengthening [Ros95]. Strict [PT93a].

Subject [BL87a, BL88, Bor95, BWY93, BS91, But89, CE96, CCP90, CH99, CH00, CSP12, CJ96, CLC98, DR95b, DP95, DM08, Eg94, EC94, FZ93, AW05, DPV16, LXH04, SLZ04]. survey [Bur13, Sha13].

Survival [CF94, AAES10, Bha99, CF12]. susceptibles [OE10]. swap [CL06]. Switch [ALR00, BV93, Jaf92]. Switched [Miy92]. Switching [AK96, Joh98, BKKP05, FZ15]. symmetric [Bro01, Nad08, WW15, ZH09].

symmetrizing [BN10], synchronization [EK09]. Synchronized [Miy92]. Symmetry [YLB96, Rao15]. superposition [BM02b]. Supplementary [AR00]. Superimposed [YLB96, RA05].

Supply [FZ93, AW05, DPV16, LXH04, SLZ04]. survey [Bur13, Sha13]. Systems [AENS94, BI88, BFR99, Bla98, BEP88, BPT90, CH98, CHL94, CF06, Che97, CHJ95, DZH12, DJ07, DvdH97, DH94, ES91, FZ93, FL98, FH94, GS98, HH00, HY90, KAW96, KX08, KX10, KL98, KSM88, LM87, LK08, Man96b, MW94, Men94a, Men94b, MvdD97, PT96, PP89, RS89, Rig96, Sen89, TV89, VV88, VdK87, Van97, VY08, Yao89,
vDTW88, AL09, AJK01, Ang01, ÄÖ12, AILR08, BLPS05, BFRR01, BMR05b, BW14, BVA13, BKKP05, CM05, DDBL12, DDL14, DPV16, FL05, FH17b, GHvdL07, GS12, HMW09, Khe08, KKX07, KM07, LL03, LYF16, Lin02, LAWZ01, Men02, MMD11, NPS04, NS04, PR08, PR16, Ros06b, RB10, SZ87, SY15, SHM09, Sto05, TK08, WFM09, YHZ06, ZK06, Zha11, vdMR08.

Tail
[LT96, Las98, Lin90a, Lin92a, Lin92b, Ros98, Kla00, Miy02, PT11, Tan04].

Tailed
[FGR10, BM02b, Lu13, MN05].

tails
[EBZ06, Tan04].

Tandem
[AdHBvO14, BCG89, CPS89, HK92b, HK96, PMB96, WAL95, Win97, sDL02, AA07, AAD08, DMVU07, Koo04, ML01, Nak01, Pan08, SZ02, WS06, Zaz04].

Tardiness
[For93, PT94, CZ06].

Target
[MJ95].

Targets
[Sat97, HMW09].

Tariffing
[BT95].

task
[HBV10].

Tasks
[BCD95, BK93, AY08a].

TCP
[BHCKS04, OK08].

TDM
[CCP90].

TDMA
[RS90].

Technique
[AB93, Reg90, RL93, VR89, AR00].

techniques
[RBI0, RB12].

Temperature
[KT97].

tenable
[Mah13a].

term
[FKL02, YSM06].

Terminal
[Dov87].

terms
[CBG15].

ternary
[BMR05b, GSV16].

Test
[CH90, DG94, Gut97, HWZ12].

Testing
[BLSV03, BR95, CH90, JL98, RMS94, SKL12, Yoo88, YH88, BLBPV17, CH87, OAA01, ZP16].

Tests
[Abr93, And95, Rot93].

th
[Bar08].

Their
[BB88, KH91, AJK01, AS96, AY08b, KSS15, YHZ06, dCHQ09].

Theorem
[CZL96, RS95, SAS89, Ste87, Van92a, DMM16].

Theorems
[HS91, LY04, Obs01].

Theoretical
[PO15].

Theory
[AWS9, BPvdW91, CZB89, DF90, Joe12, LE94, MS93, Ros87b, SSS02, Bri14, CVB05, KA16, vdWSvN08].

Thinning
[HW90].

Thomson
[Cal97].

Three
[HS92, Van88, Che09, NL07].

Three-Moment
[Van88].

three-person
[Che09].

three-piece
[NL07].

Threshold
[AGM01, BJ13, BCD14, CH11, FL05].

Throughput
[AM87, ALR00, AAD08].

Tight
[BNT06].

Tijms
[Sch96].

Time
[AR97, BB96, Bha87, Bla98, BS87, CCP90, CG96, CJ96, CK99, CK88, DR97, DP93, ER95, ET87, Eii08, GI88, Hes92, HJ95, HW92, KR87, Kha88, Kij92, Lef01, LN92, OLC95, PR97, PT93b, RS95, RS90, Ros87a, Ros88a, RS92, SS92, SB13, Tan98, Van96a, YS89, ZL02, dK89, BC13, Bar08, BOR06, Bor00, Bri14, Bro06, Bro99, Cai02, CSZ03, CY06, CCC05, CSvD02, EZB06, Eii05, Fra13, Fra99, GT07, HJM09, HL14, HJK10, Hor01, Hvld03, HWZ12, KA04, Yoo88, KW13, LL03, LZ11, LWZ16, LW09, LW14, LSS16, MZ17, MW94, MC11, Pek99a, Ros99b, RB10, SZZ99, SADK04, SB16, Wan17, Zaz04, Zaz07, vD88, vdMR08].

Time-Dependent
[Kha88, Fra13, LW09].

Time-Inhomogeneous
[CK88].

time-shared
[Khe08].

time-to-empty
[Zaz04].

-time-varying
[HJM09, KW13, LWZ16, LW14, LSS16, RB10].

Times
[AB93, Cha94, CGKS96, DAV95, DvdH97, FTC98, Fre91a, FH94, Koc96, NQ01, RS94a, Ros87a, Ros88a, SS87, VY08, AAKN09, BOT09, Bha99, BKP01, DLB12, DPV16, Fro99, Khe08, KAR09, KW13, LW13, Lu10, MN05, Nak01, PW12a, PW12b, Ros15, SZ03, SZ05, XLSZ04, vdHVHE01].
times-corrigendum [PW12b]. Timescale [BB98]. Tolerable [Sad98].
tolerant [LM87]. Total [CE96, Xu91, CZ03, HWZ12]. Tournament
[CHYZ93]. Tp [LHL08]. Traffic [BM11, CPR91, AY08b, BAWD12, BW14,
FS99, HvdW08, IVA15, KN00, LKH14, Lu09, PB06, vdHvHE01, vdMR08].
training [LK07]. transfer [EA06]. Transform
[Keh94a, HWZ12, Tag00, dI06]. transformation [Bro06]. Transient
[AW96, CZ03, CH87, KN00, Kyr04, OK08, WGI99, YS89, ZCJ04, WFM09,
Wan02, YZL00]. Transition [Ros87a, vD88]. Transitions [PV11, EK09].
Transmission [RB05a, RB05b, FM16]. transplantation [BDPS11]. trap
[RB06]. trapezoids [Reu14]. Travelling [Lal90]. tree [HBKK03]. treelike
[FH17a]. Trees
[AFP88, GMW14, Mah91, MO95, SAS99, Ste87, ALM07, AAKN09, KM16,
Kon02, Kon03, KAJ07, KAA12, KP07, LY04, SZ87, WWZ15]. triage
[AZR08]. Trials [RTW09]. tries [CM08]. triggered [CF12]. Triggering
[Cha94]. Truncated [KR87]. Truncation [NBR97, CM00]. Trunk
[FR94, FY11, Key90, Ngu91, FOF07]. tunable [DK09]. Two
[AvER95, AFP88, AK96, Ba192, BLP93, BP01, BBCP97, Bro89, BK93,
Che11, CHW89, DP93, Dud97, DY90b, Has92, HW92, JK96, MT93, ML01,
NJ95, PP89, PP02, SS98, TSW97, VR89, AW05, sADL02, BEFK04, BPS06,
BB98, BSL15, BVA13, BK03a, BK09, Che12, DKM16, DK88, Dim17, DZB12a,
DZB12b, Fi98, HZ06, JST01, KMS15, Men02, MZS16, OK14, Pan08, PY16,
SLZ04, TvdW06, vdHvHE01, vdMR08]. two-carousel [BVA13]. two-class
[Dim17]. Two-Dimensional [DP93, Has92, BK03a, KMS15]. Two-Machine
[LK96]. two-node [AW05]. Two-person [Che11, Che12, TvdW06].
two-phase [vdMR08]. Two-Point [BBCP97, CHW89]. two-queue
[vdHvHE01]. two-server [OK14]. two-sided [BK09]. Two-Stage
[BLP93, HW92, sADL02, SLZ04]. Two-State [PP02, BPS06]. Two-Unit
[VR89]. Type [Ban92, BCS92, PV11, Zie96, BHK03, BP01, RBM02]. Types
[BK93, FY11, MZS16].

[Nay89]. uncertainties [EA06, OE10]. Uncertainty
[LL98, BHM09, Has07, Olu11]. unfriendly [Abd16]. unified [KX12, PKK13].
Uniform
[Ald87, BPG12, DS87, SSS04, SSS08, Tan04, Bel11, CLSS13, GDRV10].
Uniformization [Kij92]. Uniformly [Kol92, AS00a, AS00b]. Unit
[VR89, CT02]. Univariate [BBHK10]. Universal [Sad96]. unknown
[WC00]. unreliability [NS04]. Unreliable
[PP02, SK11, vD95, Fou16, SKA09]. unresolved [HL01, HL04]. upgrades
[DL10]. Upper [CY06, SZ03, Nak01, SZ05]. Upsidedown [BLS12]. urgency
[BLPS05]. Uri [AEL08]. Urn [AFP88, FGR10, CH12, CH15, CH17, Nad17]. urns
[Mah13a]. Usage [Gut97, Sat97]. Use [MD06, But89]. Used [MD06, JL98].
Using [BK93, Cal10, CSP12, FTC98, GSW93, Ros98, SS87, WFM09,
GDRV10, LC07, Pek99a, dI06]. Utility [Tar11].
Vacation [NJ95, BKM10]. validation [BHCKS04], valuation [DO03, NPS04, Wan17, YSM06]. Value [Her95, DMM16, SLZ04, TE15]. Valued [KG87, Wak00]. Values [BW95, GK88, AAC14, BOR06]. Variability [BS98, OE10, SS98, BHK03]. Variable [Her95, AK08, AR00, HCX06]. Variables [BS98, DS87, KG87, Mei91, OS90, AKS11, BBHK10, BMRO5b, CMH13, Fro11, HZW01, HYL07, KA16, KX12, Lin00, MPH13, NK05, PR04, WN10, XH11, ZL09]. Variance [AW96, Bro01, Bro14, GKL87, LR91, Nay89, Ros88c, Ros90a, NL07, Pin07, RL01, Zaz07]. variances [MC11]. Variation [FR92, LMH14, LMH12]. Variations [Sha88]. various [HL01]. Varying [AF97, RB05a, AKR+04, HJM09, KW13, LWZ16, LW14, LSSZ16, RB05b, RB10]. Vector [SR90, Wak00]. Vector-valued [Wak00]. vehicle [HM16, KM16, PPK13]. Verlag [Bax96]. Versatile [Ott93b]. Versions [LM87]. Versus [BvHvO97, JR92]. vertex [AR14]. vertex-names [AR14]. Via [FG91, DJ07, GW96, GN15, HJM09, Heio1, Men94a, PR97, PB06, Pen15, PP89, Ros90a, Sha88, WGI99]. Video [Hun91]. Video-Data [Hun91]. Visit [VY08, vdWY03]. visit-order [vdWY03]. visual [HM16]. Viterbi [LK07]. vox [Bax96]. volatility [AL15]. volume [Ano87b, Ano87a, Ano87d, Ano87c, Ano87e, Ano87f, Ano87g, Ano88b, Ano88a, Ano88d, Ano88c, Ano88f, Ano88e, Ano88h, Ano88g, Ano89b, Ano89a, Ano89d, Ano89c, Ano89f, Ano89e, Ano89h, Ano89g, Ano90b, Ano90a, Ano90d, Ano90c, Ano90f, Ano90e, Ano90h, Ano90g, Ano91c, Ano91b, Ano91e, Ano91d, Ano91g, Ano91f, Ano91I, Ano91h, Ano92b, Ano92a, Ano92d, Ano92c, Ano92f, Ano92e, Ano92h, Ano92g, Ano93a, Ano93b, Ano93c, Ano93d, Ano94b, Ano94c, Ano94d, Ano94e, Ano95b, Ano95a, Ano95c, Ano95d, Ano95e, Ano96a, Ano96b, Ano96c, Ano96d, Ano97a, Ano97b, Ano97c, Ano97d, Ano98a, Ano98b, Ano98c, Ano98d, Ano99b, Ano99a, Ano99d, Ano99e, Ano99f, Ano99h, Ano99g, Ano10b, Ano10a, Ano10d]. volume [Ano10c, Ano10f, Ano10e, Ano10h, Ano10g, Ano11b, Ano11a, Ano11d, Ano11c, Ano11f, Ano11e, Ano11h, Ano11g, Ano12b, Ano12a, Ano12d, Ano12c, Ano12f, Ano12e, Ano12h, Ano12g, Ano13b, Ano13a, Ano13d, Ano13c, Ano13f, Ano13e, Ano13h, Ano13g, Ano14b, Ano14a, Ano14d, Ano14c, Ano14f, Ano14e, Ano14h, Ano14g, Ano15b, Ano15a, An15d, Ano15c, Ano15f, Ano15e, Ano15h, Ano15g, Ano16b, Ano16a, Ano16d, Ano16c, Ano16f, Ano16e, Ano16h, Ano16g, Ano17b, Ano17a, Ano17d, Ano17c, Ano17f, Ano17e]. vs [Bla95]. vulnerable [Wan17, WWL17].


Wait-and-see [ABS12]. Waiting [ET87, LN92, OLCH95, PW98, SS92, SB13, SAdK04, dK89, vdHvHE01, Bar08, Bro06, CCO5, DPV16, HvdL03, JD07, KW13, Ros99b, vdMR08].

Waiting-Time [ET87, LN92, dK89, CCO5]. Walk [CFFH98, Han03, Sha88, BPR10, KMS15]. Walks [Pal90, CBG15, HP03b, HPS08, KAA12, Lu13]. Warm [Gra08]. Warm-up

xiv [Bax96].

Yechiali [AEL08]. Yields [Sob95]. York [Bax96, Man96a].
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